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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a fast learning method for a
mobile robot which acquires autonomous behaviors from
interaction between a human and a robot. We develop
a behavior learning method ICS (Interactive Classifier
System) using evolutionary computation and a mobile
robot is able to quickly learn rules so that a human op-
erator can directly teach a physical robot. Also the ICS is
a novel evolutionary robotics approach using an adaptive
classifier system to environmental changes. The ICS has
two major characteristics for evolutionary robotics. For
one thing, it can speedup learning by means of gener-
ating initial individuals from human-robot interaction.
For another, it is a kind of incremental learning meth-
ods which adds new acquired rules to priori knowledge
by teaching from human-robot interaction at any time.

1 Introduction

In previous robot learning studies, optimization of
parameters has been applied to acquire suitable behav-
iors in a real environment. Also in most of such studies,
a model of human evaluation has been used for vali-
dation of learned behaviors. However, since it is very
difficult to build human evaluation function and adjust
parameters, a system hardly learns behavior intended
by a human operator.

In contrast with modeling human evaluation analyti-
cally, we introduce another approach in which a system
learns suitable behavior using human direct evaluation
without its modeling. Such an interactive method with
Evolutionary Computation (EC) as a search algorithm
is called Interactive EC [1][2], and a lot of studies on it
have been done thus far[3][4][6].

The most significant issue of Interactive EC is how
it reduces human teaching load. The human operator
needs to evaluate a lot of individuals at every generation,
and this evaluation makes him/her so tired. Specially
in the interactive EC applied to robotics, the execution
of behaviors by a robot significantly costs and a human
operator can not endure such a boring task.

Additionally reinforcement learning has been applied
to robot learning in a real environment[5]. Unfortu-

nately the learning takes pretty much time to converge.
Furthermore, when a robot hardly gets the first reward
because of no priori knowledge, the learning convergence
becomes far slower. Since most of the time that are
necessary for one time of action moreover is spent in
processing time of sense system and action system of
a robot, the reduction of learning trials is necessary to
speedup the learning.

In our study, we build an interactive EC framework
which quickly learns rules with operation signal of a
robot by a human operator as teacher signal. Our objec-
tive is to make initial learning more efficient and learn
the behaviors that a human operator intended through
interaction with him/her. To the purpose, we utilize a
classifier system as a learner because it is able to learn
suitable behaviors by the small number of trials, and
also extend the classifier system to be adaptive to a dy-
namic environment.

In this system, a human operator instructs a mobile
robot while watching the information that a robot can
acquire as sensor information and camera information
of a robot shown on the screen top. In other words,
the operator acquire information from a viewpoint of a
robot instead of a viewpoint of a designer. We call such
a framework Interactive Classifier System (ICS),
and Fig.2 shows its overview.

Operator performs teaching with joystick by direct
operating a physical robot. the ICS inform operator
about robot’s state by a robot send a vibration signal of
joystick to the ICS according to inside state.

Our ICS is significantly different from previous pas-
sive interactive techniques in which a human selects
good individuals from given ones. The ICS is an ac-
tive interactive technique to learn suitable rules because
a human is allowed to actively operate it. This tech-
nique reduces the psychological load of an operator and
does learning without getting tired. Because a user must
evaluate each aquwired rule at every steps in previous
wroks with EC. This is a problem because of the psy-
chological load and a physical one. However the user
always add new rules by which operate a mobile robot
directly at any time in ICS. For this reason, this tech-
nique reduces the psychological load.
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Figure 1 Overview of Interactive Classifier System

We investigate the effectiveness of ICS by a task of
wall-following and soccer game in which real robots are
used.

2 Classifier system

(Learning) Classifier System (CS, LCS) is a kind of
method of Genetic Algoritm-Based Machine Learning
(GBML). LCS consists in Performance Function based
on Production System, Reinforcement Learning based
on Credit Assignment and Rule Generation Function
based on GA.

In this study, we used XCS [7][8] as a classifier sys-
tem for ICS. XCS is a classifier system in which each
classifier maintains a prediction of expected payoff, but
the classifier’s fitness is given by a measure of the predic-
tion’s accuracy. These aspects of XCS result in its popu-
lation tending to form a complete and accurate mapping
X × A → P form inputs and actoins to payoff predic-
tions.

3 Interactive Classifier System

ICS consists of a rule generation component (RGC),
a sensor processing component (SPC), a display compo-
nent (DC) and a reinforcement component (RC).

The rule generation component make a new classi-
fier from teaching by an operator. The SPC processes
each information of infrared sensors, optical sensors and
CCD camera, and through it for the RGC. The DC dis-
plays by GUI interface and processes the input from a
joystick. Finally the RC performs learning by updating
parameters in ICS.

At first, a human operates robots with a joystick by
viewing sensor information displayed on GUI interface,
and the DC processes the information. Next, the SPC

gets interaction and sensor information. The RGC make
a new rules from them and adds them into a rule list.
When nothing is input from the operotor, a mobile robot
executes autonomous behaviors from interaction. Fi-
nally, the RC reinforces the classifiers by updating their
parameters in the actions which were previously exe-
cuted.

ICS differs from IEC in that operators have the load
for evaluation of individuals at every time. However the
opeartor always can operate a mobile robot directly, and
such direct operation of a robot is considered for a hu-
man operator far less than the fitness evaluation in IEC.
Therefore the operator can do teaching without the load,
and always can do conentrative additional learning for
sub-tasks difficult to achievement. Fig.1 shows overview
of ICS.

3.1 Rule Generation Component (RGC)

In previous methods, the initial individuals are gener-
ated randomly and learn at an early stage through trial
and error. Our method speedup the learning at an early
stage by automatically generating the initial individuals
from interacton between a robot and a human operator.
Whenever this component generates a new classifier, the
population is scanned to see if the new classifier has the
same conditon and action as any existing classifier. If
there is a classifier with identical condition and action,
the classifier is incremented by one. If there is no ex-
isting classifier with identical condition and action, the
new classifier is added to the population. Consequently,
our method can subjectively evaluate as same as IEC
which integrate human evaluation into our system.

Fig.2 shows the schematic illustration of ICS.

3.2 Display Component (DC)

As mentioned before, our system consists of the RGC
which generates a new classifier from human-robot inter-
action, the SPC which processes infrared sensors and im-
ages from a CCD camera and the DC which has GUI in-
terface and processes input from a joystick. This system
is developed with C langage and GTK+ on Linux and
using Video4Linux for image processing. Fig.3 shows
developed GUI interface on DC.

3.3 Sensor Processing Component (SPC)

We use the joystick for a SONY PlayStation via par-
allel port as a joystick on SPC for teaching by operator.
The specification of the joystick is as followings.

• It has fourteen buttons and the system can use all
buttons in degital mode.

• Moreover, the system can use two buttons in analog
mode.

• It has two vibration modes.
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Figure 2 Schematic illustration of ICS

Because of this two kinds of vibration, the system
can communicate stimulus to an operator directly. To
take an example use vibration functions, an operator can
feel directly robot’s sensations because the system com-
municate stimulus by vibration when the mobile robot
approach obstacles. Hence, we think the system have
an effect on acquisition of a reflective behavior and an
instinctive one by teaching.

3.4 Renforcement Component (RC)

the RC reinforces the classifiers by updating their pa-
rameters in the actions which were previously executed.

4 Some charactaristics of ICS

4.1 Initial individuals from human-robot inter-
action

In previous works of robot learning in a real environ-
ment, the learning takes pretty much time to converge
because of learning by trial and error. In this work, we
assumed that this learning by trial and error is a pro-
brem in a real environment. However, it hardly prepare
suitable priori knowledge in a environment in advance.
For this reason, the ICS generate initial individuals by
teaching from human-robot interaction. We can perform
efficiently initial learning in this way.



Figure 3 User Interface

4.2 Adding rules at any time

In previous wroks with EC, a user must evaluate each
aquwired rule at every steps. This is a problem because
of a mental load and a physical one. In contrast with
EC, the user always add new rules by which operate
a mobile robot directly at any time in ICS. Therefore
the user can do teaching without the load, and always
can do conentrative incremental learning for sub-tasks
difficult to achievement.

4.3 Teaching method

ICS performs two modes: a teaching mode and an
autonomous behavior mode by turns. The procedures
of the two modes are shown in the following.

Teaching mode

Step1 Opeator have teaching to mobile robot by per-
forming tasks practically.

Step2 ICS generate a new rule from human-robot in-
teraction and sensor information.

Step3 If there is no existing classifier with identical
condition and action, the new classifier is added to
the population.

Step4 If there is existing classifier with identical con-
dition and action, the existing classifier is incre-
mented by one.

This procedure is as same as classifier generation
method of XCS called for Macroclassifiers[8].

Autonomous behaviour mode

Step1 The robot behaves by conforming to stored
rules in Rule List.

Step2 If there is no rule to match input in Rule List,
perform a new rule generated from any other rules.

Teaching Mode : Autonomous Mode : 

sensor information

teaching
autonomous behavior

ICS

robot operatormonitor

Figure 4 Teaching Mode and Autonomous Mode

Step3 The genetic algorithm acts on the match set
after fixed time steps.

In the autonomous behavior mode, the system finds
a similar stored rule and executes it. If the system
don’t find a similar rule, it generates a new rule inte-
grated with any human-robot interaction. Fig.4 shows
the overview of a teaching mode and an autonomous
behavior mode.

4.4 Mining and recycling of rules

ICS extract basic rules in each environment from ac-
queired rules by ICS. We use datamining tools to realize.
In contrast with the learning by trial and error, ICS can
perfrom initial learning in a real environment by recy-
cling acquwired rules as initial rules acquwired rules in
new niche envrinment.

5 Experiment environment

5.1 Environment settings

The experiments were performed with a standard
autonomous miniature robot Khepera (Fig.5). It is
equipped with eight infrared proximity sensors. The
mobile robot has a circular shape, a diameter of 6 cm
and a height of 5 cm. It possesses two motors and on-
board power supply. The motors can be independently
controlled by a PID controller. The eight infrared sen-
sors are distributed around the robot in a circular pat-
tern (Fig.5). They emit infrared light, receive the re-
flected light and measure distances in a short range: 2-5
cm. The robot is also equipped with a Motorola 68331
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Figure 5 A mobile robot: Khepera

Figure 6 Teaching based on sensor information

micro-controller which can be connected to a computer
via serial cable.

5.2 Teaching method

Teaching based on sensor information An oper-
ator performs teaching to the mobile robot, not from
a view point of overlooking the envronment, but teach
as seeing displayed sensor information (in other words,
from robot’s view point) on GUI interface and images
from a CCD camera. As a consequence, operator per-
forms teaching within the bounds of information the
robot is able to acquire. Thus ICS generates suitable
robot program easily.

Fig.6 shows the appearance of teaching based on sen-
sor information.

Teaching based on observation In contrast to
teaching based on sensor information, an operator ob-
serves the mobile robot directly from a view point of
overlooking the envronment and considers next opera-
tion for teaching. Thus, the system can perform teach-
ing save labor for tasks in need of a detailed teaching.

Fig.7 shows the appearance of teaching based on ob-
servation by human.

Figure 7 Teaching based on observation

5.3 Tasks of experiments

We will make experiments with two kinds of tasks.
As exmanle tasks, a wall following task with a single
learning robot and a simplified soccer game with multi-
ple learning robots.

A wall following task In a wall following task, the
purpose is to acquire a wall following behavior. Sev-
eral human operators perform teaching to a robot re-
spectively. If each acquired robot program is same each
other, we consider it is a solution of a wall following task.
We will make experiments with above two teaching and
compare with previous work.

A soccer game with multi robots In a simplified
soccer game with multiple learning robots, ICS extracts
the difference of acquired rules because of cooperative
and competitive behaviors.

Fig.8 shows overview of experimental environment.
we analyze rules acquired in experiment and consider

it.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a fast learning method based on ICS
for mobile robots which acquire autonomous behaviors
from experience of interaction between a human and a
robot.

ICS has two major characteristics. For one thingm,
the ICS generate initial individuals by teaching from
human-robot interaction. We can perform efficiently ini-
tial learning in this way. For another, the user always
add new rules by which operate a mobile robot directly
at any time in ICS. Therefore the user can do teaching
without the load, and always can do conentrative incre-
mental learning for sub-tasks difficult to achievement.



Figure 8 Experimental environment for soccer tasks

Consequently, ICS can speedup robot learning in a
real environment and extract complexed robot program
which human hardly generate.
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